®

EN

#RULE 1

#03

MADE in ITALY

#02

#RULE_1

#01

Is available from:
3 WORKING CHAIRS
2 WASH POINTS
3 WORK UNITS

5.182,00 €
2_SALON UP

SALON UP_3

#RULE 1
#01 XARA

MADE in ITALY

#02 RINGO
COD. P10-9215453

993,00 €

635,00 €

#03 LARA

Trendy matt black spray painted metal structure, chair equipped with long lasting foam paddings, upholstery in vinyl,
adjustable tilting basin.

LARA STD

LARA LED WITH LED
COD. 9373064

COD. 9364901

COD. 65 B

739,00 €

W 70 cm
H 94 cm

LARA STD NO LED

D 130 cm

COD. 9373164

Shelf A
Shelf B
Shelf C
Shelf E
Shelf F
Shelf G
Shelf H

COD. 64 A

940,00 €

1.999,00 €

1.235,00 €

ALTERNATIVE / ITEMS

COD. 66 C

*

COD. 68 E

564,00 €

COD. 69 F
COD. 70 G

*

€ 564,00
€ 532,00
€ 559,00
€ 564,00
€ 606,00
€ 559,00
€ 559,00

BIANCO
011

NERO
021

LARA LED
Shelf A
Shelf B
Shelf C
Shelf E
Shelf F
Shelf G
Shelf H

*LAMINATED
COLORS

€ 739,00
€ 707,00
€ 734,00
€ 739,00
€ 781,00
€ 734,00
€ 734,00

COD. 74 H

GRIGIO
031

ARGENTO
971

DUNE ANTRACITE
991

WENGÈ
961

COD. B53-9215410

ROVERE CHIARO
901

KING

567,00 €
Optional
Black Basin
COD. P08-9215452

KING METAL 44
COD. 456209

KING WOOD 14
COD. 457687

KING INOX 50
COD. 456816

ROVERE SCURO
981

STONE
771

570,00 €

COD. B51-9215409

502,00 €

4_SALON UP

135,00 €

SALON UP_5

#RULE 2

#03

#02

MADE in ITALY

#01

#04

#RULE_2
Is available from:
3 WORKING CHAIRS
2 WASH POINTS
3 WORK UNITS
1 SOFA 2P + 1 SOFA 1P

6.414,00 €
6_SALON UP

SALON UP_7

#RULE 2
#01 PERLA

MADE in ITALY

#02 ROCKET
COD. P10-9215653

1.039,00 €

589,00 €

#03 DAY

Spray painted metal structure, chair in long lasting foam paddings, upholstery in vinyl, electric footrest (Rocket Relax), adjustable
tilting basin.

DAY LED WITH LED

ROCKET RELAX

COD. 9356074

2.334,00 €

1.519,00 €

COD. 65 B

821,00 €

W 69 cm

Shelf A
Shelf B
Shelf C
Shelf E
Shelf F
Shelf G
Shelf H

COD. 64 A

1.289,90 €

COD. 9365201

DAY STD

H 98 cm

DAY STD NO LED

D 130/156 cm

COD. 9356874

COD. 66 C

*

COD. 68 E

646,00 €
Transparent glass main structure,
spray painted die-cast aluminum
shelf, led tech lights.

COD. 69 F
COD. 70 G
COD. 74 H

COD. B53-9215610

COD. 9365101

485,00 €

1.647,00 €

1.098,00 €

1P
Optional
Black Basin

COD. P08-9215652

524,00 €

425,00 €

€ 824,00
€ 798,00
€ 821,00
€ 824,00
€ 863,00
€ 821,00
€ 821,00

GRIGIO
031

ARGENTO
971

WENGÈ
961

ROVERE CHIARO
901

W 58/110 cm

COD. 9249601

608,00 €

BIANCO
011

NERO
021

DAY LED
Shelf A
Shelf B
Shelf C
Shelf E
Shelf F
Shelf G
Shelf H

*LAMINATED
COLORS

DUNE ANTRACITE
991

#04 LOUNGE

ROCKET STD

€ 649,00
€ 623,00
€ 646,00
€ 649,00
€ 688,00
€ 646,00
€ 646,00

H 80 cm

ROVERE SCURO
981

D 72 cm
STONE
771

2P
COD. 9249603

1.023,90 €

664,90 €

COD. B51-9215609

420,00 €
8_SALON UP

135,00 €
SALON UP_9

#RULE 3

#03

MADE in ITALY

#01

#02

#RULE_3
Is available from:
2 WORKING CHAIRS
1 WASH POINT
2 WORK UNITS

3.100,00 €
10_SALON UP

SALON UP_11

#RULE 3
#01 DOMINA

MADE in ITALY

#02 CHOPPER
COD. P10-9215953

995,00 €

632,00 €

#03 LARA

ALTERNATIVE / ITEMS

Trendy matt black spray painted metal structure, chair equipped with long lasting foam paddings, upholstery in vinyl,
adjustable tilting basin.

LARA LED WITH LED

COD. 9365001

COD. 9373064

1.990,90 €

1.229,00 €

LARA STD
COD. 64 A

940,00 €

W 70 cm

COD. 65 B

739,00 €

H 94 cm

COD. 66 C

LARA STD NO LED

D 130 cm

Shelf A
Shelf B
Shelf C
Shelf E
Shelf F
Shelf G
Shelf H

COD. 9373164

*

COD. 68 E

564,00 €

COD. 69 F
COD. 70 G

*

COD. 74 H

€ 564,00
€ 532,00
€ 559,00
€ 564,00
€ 606,00
€ 559,00
€ 559,00

BIANCO
011

NERO
021

LARA LED
Shelf A
Shelf B
Shelf C
Shelf E
Shelf F
Shelf G
Shelf H

*LAMINATED
COLORS

€ 739,00
€ 707,00
€ 734,00
€ 739,00
€ 781,00
€ 734,00
€ 734,00

GRIGIO
031

ARGENTO
971

DUNE ANTRACITE
991

WENGÈ
961

COD. B53-9215910

SKYP 3

563,00 €
Optional
Black Basin
COD. P08-9215952

498,00 €
12_SALON UP

COD. 452649

ROVERE SCURO
981

STONE
771

567,00 €

COD. B51-9215909

ROVERE CHIARO
901

135,00 €

SALON UP_13

#RULE 4

#03

MADE in ITALY

#04
#01
#02

#RULE_4
Is available from:
3 WORKING CHAIRS
2 WASH POINTS
3 WORK UNITS
1 RECEPTION DESK

7.424,00 €
14_SALON UP

SALON UP_15

#RULE 4
#01 GIADA

MADE in ITALY

#02 SHUTTLE
COD. P10-9215553

967,00 €

628,00 €

#03 SNOW

Inner metal structure, long lasting foam paddings, upholstery in vinyl, mechanic shiatsu massage with rolls (SHUTTLE MASSAGE),
electrically activated footrests (SHUTTLE MASSAGE & RELAX), wide, deep and comfortable basin with adjustable tilting movement.

1.319,90 €

799,00 €

W 88 cm

5.199,95 €

2.944,00 €

H 98 cm

SNOW STD NO LED

D 120/150 cm

COD. 9351974

SHUTTLE RELAX

629,00 €

COD. 9365401

Bright steel finishing metal frame,
led tech back-lighted mirror, spray
painted die-cast aluminum shelf.

3.350,00 €

1.998,00 €

SNOW STD

SNOW LED WITH LED
COD. 9356274

SHUTTLE MASSAGE
COD. 9365501

ALTERNATIVE / ITEMS
Shelf A
Shelf B
Shelf C
Shelf E
Shelf F
Shelf G
Shelf H

COD. 64 A
COD. 65 B

COD. 66 C

COD. 68 E

*

COD. 69 F
COD. 70 G

*LAMINATED
COLORS

€ 630,00
€ 604,00
€ 629,00
€ 630,00
€ 666,00
€ 629,00
€ 629,00

BIANCO
011

NERO
021

SNOW LED
Shelf A
Shelf B
Shelf C
Shelf E
Shelf F
Shelf G
Shelf H

€ 807,00
€ 781,00
€ 803,00
€ 807,00
€ 843,00
€ 803,00
€ 803,00

GRIGIO
031

ARGENTO
971

COD. 74 H

SHUTTLE STANDARD
COD. 9365301
COD. B53-9215510

526,00 €

2.480,00 €

1.615,00 €

DUNE ANTRACITE
991

#04 RIO LED

WENGÈ
961

Grey colour laminated wood main structure, drawers with lock and key, back lighted (with led technology)
front mirror.

ROVERE CHIARO
901

COD. 9384176

1.559,90 €

999,90 €

COD. P08-9215552

494,00 €

Optional
Black Basin

W 127 cm

ROVERE SCURO
981

H 101 cm
D 48 cm

STONE
771

COD. B51-9215509

461,00 €
195,00 €
16_SALON UP

SALON UP_17

#RULE 5

#03

MADE in ITALY

#04

#RULE_5

#02

#01

Is available from:
3 WORKING CHAIRS
2 WASH POINTS
3 WORK UNITS
1 SOFA 2P

6.140,00 €
18_SALON UP

SALON UP_19

#RULE 5
#01 GEMMA

MADE in ITALY

#02 CHOPPER
COD. P10-9215853

999,00 €

619,00 €

#03 NIGHT

ALTERNATIVE / ITEMS

Trendy matt black spray painted metal structure, chair equipped with long lasting foam paddings, upholstery in vinyl,
adjustable tilting basin.
COD. 9365001

COD. 9356174

1.990,90 €

1.334,90 €

1.229,00 €

NIGHT STD

NIGHT LED WITH LED
962,00 €

NIGHT STD NO LED

Shelf A
Shelf B
Shelf C
Shelf E
Shelf F
Shelf G
Shelf H

COD. 64 A
COD. 65 B

COD. 66 C

COD. 9356974

774,00 €
Bright black glass main structure,
spray painted die-cast aluminum shelf,
led tech lights.

COD. 68 E

*

COD. 69 F
COD. 70 G

*LAMINATED
COLORS

€ 786,00
€ 759,00
€ 774,00
€ 786,00
€ 821,00
€ 774,00
€ 774,00

BIANCO
011

NERO
021

NIGHT LED
Shelf A
Shelf B
Shelf C
Shelf E
Shelf F
Shelf G
Shelf H

€ 966,00
€ 939,00
€ 962,00
€ 966,00
€ 998,00
€ 962,00
€ 962,00

GRIGIO
031

ARGENTO
971

COD. 74 H

W 70 cm

DUNE ANTRACITE
991

H 94 cm
D 130 cm

#04 PERRY

WENGÈ
961

ROVERE CHIARO
901

COD. B53-9215810

519,00 €

PERRY CONFORT
COD. 9249520

Optional
Black Basin

919,90 €

596,00 €

COD. P08-9215852

561,00 €

COD. B51-9215809

451,00 €
20_SALON UP

135,00 €

W 150 cm

ROVERE SCURO
981

H 82 (45+27) cm
D 56 cm

STONE
771

PERRY
COD. 9249521

433,00 €
SALON UP_21

#RULE 6

#04

MADE in ITALY

#02

#RULE_6
Is available from:

#01
#03

3 WORKING CHAIRS
2 WASH POINTS
2 WORK UNITS
1 DOUBLE SIDE WORK UNIT
1 RECEPTION DESK

7.688,00 €
22_SALON UP

SALON UP_23

#RULE 6
#01 AMBRA

MADE in ITALY

#02 SHUTTLE
COD. P10-9215753

939,90 €

628,00 €

#04 DARK

Inner metal structure, long lasting foam paddings, upholstery in vinyl, mechanic shiatsu massage with rolls (SHUTTLE MASSAGE),
electrically activated footrests (SHUTTLE MASSAGE & RELAX), wide, deep and comfortable basin with adjustable tilting movement.

SHUTTLE MASSAGE
COD. 9365501

H 98 cm

2.944,00 €

DARK ISOLA

PARIS LED

COD. 9356378

COD. 9384076

1.445,00 €

1.790,00 €

1.059,00 €

W 79 cm

5.199,95 €

#03 RECEPTION DESK

D 120/163 cm

Aluminum colour spray painted metal
structure, back panel in Dune 991
laminated wood, shelf in Bianco 011
laminated wood.

SHUTTLE RELAX
COD. 9365401

1.289,00 €

LONDON

*LAMINATED
COLORS
BIANCO
011

Grey colour laminated wood
main structure, drawers
with lock and key ,front part
in laminated wood, central
part in back-lighted smoky
perspex.

3.350,00 €

1.998,00 €

*

NERO
021

GRIGIO
031

*

ARGENTO
971

COD. 9390100

1.680,00 €

DUNE ANTRACITE
991

1.217,00 €
SHUTTLE STANDARD
COD. B53-9215710

524,00 €

COD. 9365301

DARK

2.480,00 €

COD. 9356377

539,00 €

1.615,00 €
Optional
Black Basin

COD. P08-9215752

413,00 €

Grey colour laminated wood
main structure, drawers
with lock and key , front
part in laminated wood,
central part in vinyl as per
colour chart.

WENGÈ
961

ROVERE CHIARO
901

ROVERE SCURO
981

STONE
771

569,00 €
195,00 €
COD. B51-9215709

452,00 €

24_SALON UP

SALON UP_25

#01 MALMO
Barber work unit in laminated wood with ceramic basin
and led lights.

#02 S-MAX
NERO 021

#04 SEDICI

AGV
DIFFUSION

COD. 283300

ROVERE CHIARO 901

REALITY
COD. 283200

BLAC

ROVERE SCURO 981

MALMO 6

OLOU
KC

COD. 9438500

2.430,00 €

1.949,00 €

W 140 cm
H 200 cm
D 54 cm

MALMO 1
COD. 9437500

1.049,00 €

898,00 €

SPECIAL POSSIBILITY

26_SALON UP

COD. 285100

ONLY
RS

#BARBER’S RULE

MADE in ITALY

Optional LED 180,00 €

MALMO 2

MALMO 3

MALMO 4

MALMO 5

MALMO 7

MALMO 8

COD. 9437700

COD. 9437900

COD. 9438100

COD. 9438300

COD. 9438700

COD. 9438900

1.139,00 €

1.047,00 €

1.047,00 €

1.669,00 €

1.836,00 €

1.836,00 €

SALON UP_27

#BLACK FRIDAY
#01 GIADA B53
COD. 921551

749,90 €

MADE in ITALY

#02 PERLA B53
COD. 921561

COD. 921591

799,90 €

#09 SHUTTLE RELAX
COD. 936520

722,90 €

489,90 €

#03 DOMINA B53

#07 ROCKET RELAX
1.397,00 €

#17 ZOE 1

#18 ZOE 3

#10 RINGO
1.040,00 €

28_SALON UP

#16 PIER

498,00 €

1.990,90 €

493,00 €

#15 FRIEND

COD. 921571

COD. 936500

729,90 €

#14 X COLOURING

1.940,00 €

784,90 €

#08 CHOPPER

COD. 921581

#13 X-STYLING

3.350,00 €

#04 AMBRA B53

537,00 €

#05 GEMMA B53

#12 ROCK

COD. 936540

2.334,00 €

459,00 €

#11 SKIP

#06 XARA B53
COD. 9215410

COD. 9364901

1.999,00 €

1.159,00 €

801,00 €

539,00 €

SALON UP_29

TOUCH TECHNOLOGY
Multifunctional thermo-activator controlled by LCD-TFT touch-screen display, 15 pre-set programmes,
automatic movement of components, powerful ventilation, ozone and negative ion emission.
Intuitive, simple to use and reliable.
Suitable for both technical treatments and drying.

EFFECTIVE ASSISTANT
The most advanced on the market, SPACE, in addition to the introduction of the Touch-screen control
system, can also boast a new concept of heat irradiation by means of carbon heaters and
powerful ventilation.
This allows SPACE to manage a wide range of treatments, reducing the exposure time.
By virtue of its 15 pre-set programmes, the controlled emission of ozone and negative ions, the total
moving coverage of the hairstyle, with a ventilation scale with twenty speed levels, the appliance not
only performs technical treatments with extraordinary effectiveness but can also be used as a drying
helmet.

FASTER AND MORE EFFICIENT
Ozone, a characteristic oxidising agent for
chemical and natural products, with controlled
emission, speeds up the activation of
treatments, reducing exposure times.
CARBON TECHNOLOGY

TIME CONTROL

IONS CONTROL

MOVE CONTROL

FAN CONTROL

TEMP CONTROL

OZONE CONTROL

SPACE is equipped with 8 carbon resistances,
this technology does not heat the air, but the
surfaces in order to guarantee an immediate
heating. In addition, compared to normal
halogen resistances, it has the following further
advantages: ability to store good quantities of
heat (therefore less consumption), long lasting,
can be recycled, has no thermal expansion, does
not generate dangerous magnetic fields.

EFFICIENCY OF COMPONENTS
The 15 preset SPACE programmes always have
the components moving at different speeds, but
can be adjusted or stopped at any time during
treatment to be positioned to direct heat or
ventilation where needed.
30_SALON UP

HAIR WELLBEING
The controlled emission of negative ions
is beneficial, as it breaks down the water
molecules, which are rapidly absorbed by the
hair, causing it to dry much faster, thus exposing
it less to thermal stress and consequently
reducing the possibility of damage.
TWO FUNCTIONS
5 powerful new generation fans positioned
inside the heating elements controlled by a
speed scale from 1 to 20 allow the appliance to
also be used for drying.

STANDBY COMPACT
At the end of each treatment, SPACE goes
into standby mode and its components are
automatically positioned closed upwards.
When not in use, this allows the unit to take
up minimal space, both in the base and arm
versions.
SALON UP_31

TOUCH TECHNOLOGY
Multifunctional thermo-activator controlled by LCD-TFT touch-screen display, 15
pre-set programmes, powerful ventilation, ozone and negative ion emission.
Intuitive, simple to use and reliable.
Suitable for both technical treatments and drying.

EFFECTIVE ASSISTANT
The most advanced on the market, COSMO, in addition to the introduction of the
Touch-screen control system, can also boast a new concept of heat irradiation
by means of carbon heaters and powerful ventilation.
This allows COSMO to manage a wide range of treatments, reducing the
exposure time.
By virtue of its 15 pre-set programmes, the controlled emission of ozone and
negative ions, with a ventilation scale with twenty speed levels, the appliance
not only performs technical treatments with extraordinary effectiveness but can
also be used as a drying helmet.

TIME CONTROL

FAN CONTROL

TEMP CONTROL

OZONE CONTROL

IONS CONTROL

FASTER AND MORE EFFICIENT
Ozone, a characteristic oxidising agent for
chemical and natural products, with controlled
emission, speeds up the activation of
treatments, reducing exposure times.
CARBON TECHNOLOGY
COSMO is equipped with 5 carbon resistances,
this technology does not heat the air, but the
surfaces in order to guarantee an immediate
heating. In addition, compared to normal
halogen resistances, it has the following further
advantages: ability to store good quantities of
heat (therefore less consumption), long lasting,
can be recycled, has no thermal expansion, does
not generate dangerous magnetic fields.

HAIR WELLBEING
The 15 preset COSMO programmes always have
the components moving at different speeds, but
can be adjusted or stopped at any time during
treatment to be positioned to direct heat or
ventilation where needed.

TWO FUNCTIONS
5 powerful new generation fans positioned
inside the heating elements controlled by a
speed scale from 1 to 20 allow the appliance to
also be used for drying.

32_SALON UP
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STANDARD COLOURS
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Definitions
The Customer: the individual or corporation acting in performance of their
own business, commercial, craft or professional activities, or their agent, who
purchases the Products sold and manufactured by AGVGROUP SRL.
AGVGROUP SRL: the company with registered office in Via Contarella 17,
42019 Scandiano (RE) - Italy , which sells the Products.
Order Confirmation: written notice of confirmation of the product ordered, sent to
the Customer of AGVGROUP SRL.
Price: the one indicated on the order confirmation.
Product : the one indicated on the order confirmation. The product characteristics
illustrated in the catalogue are not binding. We reserve the right to make all
changes we consider appropriate, without any prior notice.
Contract: the one concluded between AGVGROUP SRL and the customer through
exchange of the order and order confirmation, governed by these general terms
of sale and warranty.
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Efficacy
This Contract is applied to this sale and all subsequent ones between AGVGROUP
SRL and the Customer, without prejudice to subsequent signing of other and
different terms of sale and warranty. Sending of an order implies acceptance
of the Contract.
Orders
Orders are accepted solely and exclusively in writing (e-mail and fax are the
same) and become binding for AGVGROUP SRL and between the parties when
AGVGROUP SRL sends the order confirmation to the Customer. The order
confirmation must be checked immediately by the Customer (within and no
later than 24 hours of receipt), who must immediately notify AGVGROUP SRL in
writing of any error found.
Failing this, after 3 working days, the indications contained in the order
confirmation will be applied to the Contract.
An order will NOT be accepted unless it is accompanied by these general terms
of sale and warranty signed by the Customer. Subsequent orders, accepted and
confirmed by AGVGROUP SRL through the order confirmation, remain subject
to this contract.
Price and payment times
The estimates of AGVGROUP SRL are only valid if prepared in writing and for the
period indicated in them. The Price includes exclusively the goods and services
listed and must be intended as net of VAT. Payment must take place in the
methods and in the times indicated in the order confirmation.
AGVGROUP SRL may suspend delivery or fulfilment of the order until payment
has taken place, if prior payment has been agreed, or of all other previous
transactions in which the Customer is late with payments.
The Customer hereby waives any exception of offsetting between the sums due
from it to AGVGROUP SRL and any other sum for which it is or claims to be a
creditor, for any reason, even if liquid and collectable, and even if not disputed
and legally collectable.
In the case of late payment, the Customer must pay the interest indicated in
Legislative Decree no. 231/2002 on the sum still due, and also the costs for
recovery thereof, without the need for formal placing in arrears.
Delivery / Title / Risk
The delivery time indicated in the order confirmation is indicative. Partial
deliveries are permitted. The place of delivery is indicated in the order
confirmation. The goods travel at the exclusive risk and danger of the purchaser,
even when sold carriage free.
Transfer of ownership of the product only occurs on payment of the full price.
Without prejudice to what is indicated in Article 1525 of the Italian Civil Code,
AGVGROUP SRL may (without any liability with the Customer) re-enter into
possession of the Product.
AGVGROUP SRL may take legal action to obtain the price, including before
transfer of ownership.
If the Customer refuses the delivery without prior agreement with AGVGROUP
SRL, it will be liable for all costs or losses sustained by AGVGROUP SRL due
to said refusal, including the costs of storage until acceptance of the delivery.
Acceptance
On delivery of the Product, the Customer must check and inspect it, and, if
necessary, refuse it or indicate defects at the moment of delivery. On expiry of
this deadline, the product will be considered as accepted by the Customer. If
AGVGROUP SRL allows return of the product, in exceptional conditions and at its
own discretion, this must be returned in its original conditions, with the relative
packaging, with a note of return and with the relative proof of purchase; the costs
of return will always be paid by the Customer.
Liability
AGVGROUP SRL will not be held in any way liable for direct or consequential
damages or consequential losses in the case of non-functioning or poor
functioning of the products, for loss of business, profits, salaries, fees, savings,
without prejudice to legal warranties or anything contemplated in these general
terms of sale.
AGVGROUP SRL will equally not be held liable for damages caused during
installation of the products to floors, furniture, household furnishings, furnishings
and anything else present on the premises, with the Customer acknowledging
that is has the precise contractual obligation of arranging prior protection or
moving them.
The Customer acknowledges that they have been informed beforehand by
AGVGROUP SRL of the interventions necessary for installation of the Products,
particularly the methods and characteristics thereof.
Force majeure
AGVGROUP SRL will not be liable for any delay in fulfilment of its obligations
(included late delivery) if said delay is caused by circumstances beyond its
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reasonable control and will be entitled to an extension for fulfilment; examples
of force majeure include strikes, problems relating to supply/transport/
manufacturing of finished and/or semi-finished products, exchange rate
fluctuations, government actions or regulatory actions, natural catastrophes.
If the event of force majeure persists for a period exceeding 2 months, each
of the Parties will be entitled to withdraw from the Contract, without any
compensation being due to the other party.
Protection of Personal Data
The personal data of the Customer will be processed, kept and/or communicated
according to law and the Customer hereby agrees to this in accordance with and
under the effects of regulations on Privacy. The Customer may exercise their right
of access, correction, deletion and blocking of processing of their data by sending
a registered letter to AGVGROUP SRL.
The Customer may require AGVGROUP SRL not to use their data for purposes
of marketing.
WARRANTY
Area of application
This warranty is destined for Customers operating in their own professional
activities, as per the definition in article 1. The sales indicated in these general
terms relate to PRODUCTS NOT DESTINED FOR CONSUMERS, as identified
in article 3 of Legislative Decree 206/2005 . The warranty relates to defects of
the Products , intending as such material imperfections of the article, such as
to affect in a significant way its usability or value, relating to anomalies of the
production, manufacturing, formation, conservation process and operating within
the limits and according to the terms listed below.
Duration: AGVGROUP SRL guarantees the Products for one year from the date of
delivery. When it is applied: Without prejudice to the specifications, exclusions
or limitations indicated hereunder, or, in any case, referred to in this contract,
the warranty is applied to defects of the Products, as identified according to the
definition of article 1490, first paragraph, of the Italian Civil Code.
Methods, terms and forfeiture of application of warranty rights
On discovery of the defect, the Customer is required to notify AGVGROUP SRL
in writing, attaching a copy of the sales invoice and the order confirmation of
reference and accompanying this with photographic documentation of the defect
found. Where possible, the serial number of the defective product must also
be provided. The communication must be received in writing by AGVGROUP
SRL within 8 days of discovery, failing which the warranty rights will be forfeit.
Warranty rights last for one year. Any intervention of the Customer or third
parties on the defective product, if not authorised in writing by AGVGROUP SRL,
constitutes a reason of forfeiture of the warranty.
Exclusions and limitations: without prejudice to what is specified above, the
warranty is excluded if the defect is caused or accentuated by improper use
of the Product by the Customer or third parties, or by maintenance which does
not conform with the manufacturer’s indications, or interventions of any kind,
including maintenance, on them which is not performed or not authorised by
AGVGROUP SRL .
The warranty is also excluded:
- if, on communication of the defect, the documents and the information
indicated in art. 10.4 are not, respectively, attached and provided;
- if the Products have been installed, kept or stored in unsuitable areas for
protecting their quality (such as external, damp and poorly aired environments);
-if the Products have not been installed correctly, or have been tampered with,
had non-original parts or components or which are not authorised by AGVGROUP
SRL added, have been cleaned with procedures or products liable to damage
them;
- in the case of damages which do not derive from original manufacturing defects
and/or the poor quality of the materials used, but which are the consequence
of traumatic facts or events for the products, such as, by way of example only:
blows, scratches, dents, cuts, stains caused by external factors, such as dyes,
lacquers and cleaning products;
- for damages from wear and tear caused by normal use of the Products;
- if the Products are not used by the parties for whom they are destined and for
whom they are manufactured, namely hairdressers, beauticians, beauty salons
and beauty farms.
Specific terms of warranty: The following specific terms of warranty apply,
depending on the component or material, as indicated below.
Pumps: These are guaranteed for 24 months from the delivery date. For the
chairs, the height indicated is always indicative, since it depends partly on the
type of foot chosen. It is recommended not to move chairs with hydraulic pumps
by lifting them by the armrests. This operation causes air to enter the pump,
causing malfunctioning. In this case, it is necessary to raise the seat up to the
maximum height and press the pedal repeatedly to discharge the air and restore
normal conditions.
Skay - Vinyl: Skay/Vinyl, particularly white or light coloured, is not guaranteed
against damages which do not derive from original manufacturing defects and/or
poor quality of the materials used, but which are the consequence of traumatic
facts or events for the product, such as, by way of example only: blows, scratches,
cuts, stains caused by external factors, such as denim/jeans fabric dyes, lacquers
and cleaning products. Any difference in the colour shade of articles or products
with the same type of Skay may not be considered as an original manufacturing
defect. The cleaning process for synthetic upholstery (SKAY/VINYL) requires use
of soapy water to be distributed using a sponge or damp cloth. Chemical products
may irreparably damage synthetic upholstery, as may use of cleaning equipment
which is too hard or rough. AgvGroup is not liable for damages caused by use
of these products or equipment. Padded articles may be covered with material
supplied by the Customer. We do not guarantee the quality of the finish if the
material is supplied by the Customer.
Painted parts: Damages which do not derive from original manufacturing defects
and/or the poor quality of the materials used, but which are the consequence of
traumatic facts or events for the product, such as, by way of example only: blows,
dents, scratches, cuts, stains caused by external factors, such as dyes, lacquers
and cleaning products, are not guaranteed. Any difference in the colour shade

of articles or products with the same type of paint may not be considered as an
original manufacturing defect.
Aluminium parts: Damages which do not derive from original manufacturing
defects and/or the poor quality of the materials used, but which are the
consequence of traumatic facts or events for the product, such as, by way of
example only: blows, scratches, dents, cuts, stains caused by external factors,
such as dyes, lacquers and cleaning products are not guaranteed. Any difference
in the colour shade of articles or products with the same type of aluminium parts,
or any imperfections of the surface due to porosity of the material, may not be
considered as an original manufacturing defect. Do not use abrasive cleaning
products to clean aluminium components.
Electrical equipment: Electrical parts and electrical equipment (excluding neon
lights, leds and bulbs). These are covered by the general terms of warranty,
provided the damage is not caused by sudden changes in voltage which exceed
the limits indicated by CE regulations (220/240V, 50hz, +/- 10%).
Neon lights, Leds and Bulbs: These are not covered by the general terms of
warranty, since they are consumables. On delivery, solely compliance with
the temperature, colour and chromatic yield parameters indicated in the
specifications according to the catalogue of the principal manufacturers is
guaranteed (e.g. Philips catalogue, paragraph 12). The Customer is therefore
required to conduct an immediate check on the components indicated in this
paragraph and, where deviations from said specifications are found, is required
to notify AGVGROUP SRL within 8 days of receipt of the goods; failing this, the
Customer forfeits the right to invoke said deviation. The terms of warranty exclude
normal wear and tear of articles due to use and the Customer declares they are
aware of this, hereby waiving any claim on this, and that, with passing of time,
neon lights, leds and bulbs may present deformities of colour or stop working.
Glass and Mirrors: Damages which do not derive from original manufacturing
defects and/or the poor quality of the materials used, but which are the
consequence of traumatic facts or events for the product, such as, by way of
example only: blows, dents, scratches, cuts, stains caused by external factors,
such as dyes, lacquers and cleaning products, are not guaranteed. AgvGroup
specifies that correct installation of the mirrors requires them to be attached to
the bearing structure with silicone. AgvGroup is not liable for damage to mirrors
if they have been installed without using this procedure.
Washbasins and sinks: Damages which do not derive from original manufacturing
defects and/or the poor quality of the materials used, but which are the
consequence of traumatic facts or events for the product, such as, by way of
example only: blows, dents, scratches, cracks, stains caused by external factors,
such as dyes, lacquers and cleaning products, are not guaranteed.
Taps, showers and hoses: Taps are guaranteed for 3 years, showers and hoses for
6 months, ceramic cartridges for 1 year (all assessed on the basis of the hardness
of the water where the product has been installed, with it remaining understood
that an approved water softener must be installed upstream of the system).
AGVGROUP SRL intervention methods:
AGVGROUP SRL will examine the product and will assess, at its own
unquestionable discretion, whether or not the problem is covered by the
AGVGROUP SRL warranty, through its own intervention service or through an
authorised assistance partner, and, following examination, agrees to replace or
repair items which are defective at origin, which will be returned ex works.
If sending of SRLre parts is requested, the purchaser will be responsible for the
transport costs and relative risk. In any case, the warranty does not cover supply
of labour, or any damages suffered by the purchaser. The replaced items will
become the property of AGVGROUP SRL. If the article is no longer on sale at
AGVGROUP SRL, it will arrange an appropriate replacement. AGVGROUP SRL,
at its own exclusive discretion, will decide which replacement is to be considered
as appropriate.
Exclusion of implicit recognition of the defect.
With reference to art.1495, 2nd paragraph, of the Italian Civil Code, it is
specified that the intervention of AGVGROUP SRL, or the party delegated or
authorised by it, does not automatically imply recognition of the defect, but
is aimed exclusively at assessment of the claim submitted by the Customer.
The intervention of AGVGROUP SRL, the party delegated or authorised by it, in
replacement or repair, also does not imply any recognition, since this may have
been performed solely for the purpose of avoiding dispute and/or for purposes of
settlement. The defect must be intended as recognised in accordance with the
law solely where this has expressly occurred in writing.
Assistance outside the WARRANTY
If the Customer requests from AGVGROUP SRL assistance outside the warranty
on the Products it has supplied, the Customer will be charged all expenses and
accessory charges which AGVGROUP SRL sustains for SRLre parts, man-hours,
travel expenses, board and lodging necessary to complete the assistance.
Jurisdiction
This contract is governed by Italian law and is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction
of Reggio Emilia Court.
Final clauses
The text in Italian of this contract is the only one to be considered as the original
text.
In accordance with and under the effects of articles 1341 and 1342 of the
Italian Civil Code, the Customer declares they have viewed and expressly approve
the following articles of the General Terms of Sale and Warranty of AGVGROUP
SRL: art.2 (efficacy), art.3 (orders), art.4 (price and payment times), art.5
(delivery/title/risk), art.6 (acceptance), art.7 (liability), art.8 (force majeure),
art.10 (warranty - paragraphs:10.1, 10.2, 10.3, 10.4, 10.5, 10.6, 10.7, 10.8),
art.12 (jurisdiction), art.13 (final clauses).
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